Tracking Expansions of Stable and Threshold Length Trinucleotide Repeat Tracts In Vivo and In Vitro Using Saccharomyces cerevisiae.
Trinucleotide repeat (TNR) tracts are inherently unstable during DNA replication, leading to repeat expansions and/or contractions. Expanded tracts are the cause of over 40 neurodegenerative and neuromuscular diseases. In this chapter, we focus on the (CAG)n and (CTG)n repeat sequences that, when expanded, lead to Huntington's disease (HD) and myotonic dystrophy type 1 (DM1), respectively, as well as a number of other neurodegenerative diseases. TNR tracts in most individuals are relatively small and stable in terms of length. However, TNR tracts become increasingly prone to expansion as tract length increases, eventually leading to very long tracts that disrupt coding (e.g. HD) or noncoding (e.g., DM1) regions of the genome. It is important to understand the early stages in TNR expansions, that is, the transition from small, stable lengths to susceptible threshold lengths. We describe PCR-based in vivo assays, using the model system Saccharomyces cerevisiae, to determine and characterize the dynamic behavior of TNR tracts in the stable and threshold ranges. We also describe a simple in vitro system to assess tract dynamics during 5' single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) flap processing and to assess the role of different DNA metabolism proteins in these dynamics. These assays can ultimately be used to determine factors that influence the early stages of TNR tract expansion.